Choose the correct answer - Solar system

1) The largest and fastest-spinning planet.
   a. mars  b. moon  c. jupiter  d. mercury

2) The planet we live on.
   a. earth  b. pluto  c. asteroid  d. neptune

3) A large, irregularly shaped rock that orbits the Sun.
   a. asteroid  b. jupiter  c. uranus  d. sun

4) Pale blue color due to methane gas in its atmosphere. It spins on its side.
   a. earth  b. uranus  c. venus  d. saturn

5) Wind blow white clouds of frozen methane around the planet
   a. pluto  b. neptune  c. venus  d. jupiter

6) The smallest planet and the nearest to the sun.
   a. mercury  b. sun  c. neptune  d. earth

7) A giant planet that is surrounded by three planar concentric rings of ice particles
   a. saturn  b. asteroid  c. moon  d. uranus

8) A small reddish planet and desert world.
   a. uranus  b. saturn  c. mercury  d. mars

9) Surrounded by a thick yellow atmosphere.
   a. venus  b. mars  c. pluto  d. sun

10) The natural satellite of the Earth
    a. earth  b. jupiter  c. moon  d. mercury

11) Star that is the source of light and heat for the planets in the solar system
    a. venus  b. asteroid  c. saturn  d. sun

12) A large asteroid; and it is dwarf planets
    a. venus  b. pluto  c. moon  d. neptune